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Mention the words ‘Queensland fashion’ and most people will think of thongs,
tropical shirts, bikinis and boardies. Nadia Buick and Madeline King’s new book
forestalls such notions. Its lavish archival images and essays show that Queens-
land is home to a long history of evening gowns, belted jackets, mini-skirts and
mink.
In 2013 and 2014, Buick and King curated a series of essays from scholars,
designers and artists for a twelve-issue online publication, The Fashion Archives. It
was followed by High Street Histories in 2014 and 2015. The aim of their project
was to ‘highlight the breadth of material relating to local fashion that exists in
Queensland, but to date has been known only to experts and scholars’ (2015:
15). It was also to stymie the stereotype of Queensland as provincial, ‘over-sunned
and too remote’ (2015: 13). Remotely Fashionable emerged from this extensive
research.
The problem with Queensland fashion is not one of breadth or depth, but rather
of perception. In their introductory essay, ‘Fashion on the Periphery’, Buick and
King write that, ‘while its natural beauty, tropical climate, and relaxed attitude are
seen as major assets for tourism and lifestyle, these same qualities are often con-
sidered anathema to the high-minded pursuits of culture and aesthetics, including
style’ (2015: 13). Then there is fashion itself; much like Queensland, it has been
overlooked — perhaps because of its close association with women. The text and
images that follow offer a corrective to these assumptions.
Dress historianMargaretMaynard discusses howQueensland’s climate and class
impacted on the state’s fashion. Although the fashionable upper classes looked to
Paris for style, they modified the fabrics to suit the climate, using muslin and light
silk in summer, while men wore light-coloured jackets or trousers. Amanda Hay-
man’s ‘A Brief Redress of Indigenous Fashion in Australia’ offers valuable insights
into Indigenous people and fashion. Hayman, who is an Indigenous artist and Digi-
tal Exhibitions Program Officer at kuril dhagan at the State Library of Queensland,
describes how ‘clothing and body adornment have a close relationship to Indige-
nous identity and can be viewed as a reflection of country’, and are made from
natural materials such as wood, bark, fur, feathers, grass, twine and seeds (2015:
41). Following colonisation, however, Aboriginal cultural identity and expression
were suppressed, and it was not until after the 1967 Referendum that Aboriginal
people’s wardrobes began to reflect their increasing opportunities.
Melissa Bellanta and Alana Piper turn to the history of late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth-century prostitutes to pen a fantastic piece on ‘flashy’ dressing. These
bold women flaunted their fur, kimonos, smoking caps, tattoos and sass. When,
under the Contagious Diseases Act 1868, they were required to undergo fortnightly
examinations, the women ‘ordered hansom cabs to take them to the doctor’s and
entered them dressed in the showiest of styles’ (2015: 51). Queensland’s flagrancy,
it seems, stretches back a long way.
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In ‘Beauty, Duty, and Hope’, designer and fashion scholar Paula Dunlop out-
lines how Queenslanders were used to making do, refashioning and repurposing
according to styles in Europe and available fabrics. These tendencies were pro-
nounced after World War II broke out and the government promoted thriftiness
and austerity. They also coincided with an emphasis on beauty and femininity to
foster morale, which encouraged creativity among patriotic women with limited
resources.
This collection of essays would not be complete without some reference to
tropicana. King’s ‘Tropical Fashion: Mid-century Modern style in the Sunshine
State’ describes how, as the influence of modernism reached into Queensland in
the 1930s, the international trend for tropical motifs ‘became lastingly associated
with Queensland style’ (2015: 63). Modernism, however, was not always well
received. In the following essay, artist and scholar Courtney Pedersen profiles artists
Margaret Cilento and Joy Roggenkamp, and art critic Gertrude Langer. These
three cosmopolitan and fashionable women created and critiqued modernist art
but, given the marginalisation of women in the modernist movement in general,
and specifically in a frontier-town like Brisbane, they found it difficult to match the
influence of their male peers.
The closing essay by Buick muses on the history of the fashion exhibition in
Queensland. The huge popularity of exhibitions on fashion, both nationally and
internationally, indicate that there is widespread interest in fashion and that it need
not be dismissed as a trivial topic. The remainder of the book is filled with gorgeous
images of vintage Queensland clothing, and usefully documents people and places
of significance in Queensland’s fashion history.
In their foreword to Remotely Fashionable, designers Pamela Easton and Lydia
Pearson write that when they began their label, Easton Pearson, they never men-
tioned that they were Queenslanders because ‘airbrushed hibiscus flowers were the
immediate conclusion’ (2015: 8). It was not until they began showing in Paris that
they ‘could proudly explain [they] were from Brisbane, which was so novel it was
actually an advantage’ (2015: 9). The intersection of local and global demonstrates
the burden of stereotyping and shows that, if one looks at the history of Queensland
fashion with fresh eyes, one finds colour, vibrancy, adaptability and innovation.
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Across the Seas is a history driven by current political concerns. As Klaus Neumann
explains (2015: 11), this book is an intervention into ‘current debates about refugee
and asylum seeker policy’ to highlight both disconnections and congruities be-
tween past and present practices. Neumann’s study provides the first comprehensive
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